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3770 Rue Ontario E At Nicolet , Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H1W 1S2, Montréal

+15145280202 - https://www.lesalonenchanthe.com

Here you can find the menu of Le Salon Enchanthé in Montréal. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Le Salon Enchanthé:
the place is stylish and cozy and the service is great. I tried two different vegan tacos and a chocolate mochi.
okay, but nothing special. also a little overpriced. updated by previous review on 2021-11-24 read more. The

diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities.
What User doesn't like about Le Salon Enchanthé:

cozy teehouse in Hochelaga neighbourhood. very relaxing atmosphere, with cen music and decor. note that
some items are vegetarian, not vegan, like the white hot chocolate. eating is vegan. for drinking I had a

genmaicha green tea that was really good. for eating I had the sweet and acidic suppe and the taco mol tempeh,
both were in order, had not much taste, so nothing woke for eating. updated by previous review on 2... read
more. The extensive variety of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Le Salon Enchanthé even more

worthwhile, and you can try scrumptious American meals like Burger or Barbecue. Of course, the most diverse
ingredients are also used in the most unprecedented combinations and implementations - according to the motto

of the Fusion Cuisine within the offers, there are also delicious vegetarian dishes on the menu.
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Salad�
TACOS

Desser�
MOCHI

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

M�ica� dishe�
TACO

Milkshake�
MILKSHAKE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

CHEESE

KIMCHI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -18:00
Tuesday 10:00 -18:00
Wednesday 10:00 -18:00
Thursday 10:00 -18:00
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